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Profile: BMW C evolution
Meet the best scooter for riding in the city: the BMW C evolution

The word “scooter” has gotten a bad rap as a tiny, underpowered bike only capable of puttering
around. BMW Motorrad decided that it had the perfect solution to that poor reputation and created the
ultimate urban commuter ride: the BMW C evolution, an all-electric maxi-scooter.

Electron power

The C evolution is an all-electric
scooter, so it does not add harsh
fumes to the traffic jam like a
gas-burning motor would. The C
evolution is propelled by an electric
drive motor that puts out 48
horsepower and 53 lb-ft of instant
electric torque for a 0-to-30-mph
time of just 2.8 seconds. The
built-in battery pack gives the C
evolution an effective riding range
of 99 miles, which is bolstered by a
regenerative braking system that
helps to mitigate wear and tear on
the brake system’s components.

Evolutionary design

The design of the BMW C
evolution’s design follows the BMW
Motorrad tradition with the brand’s
typical split-face fairing, LED lights and large TFT display. It has borrowed some of its looks, like a
sport-style windshield and ergonomics, from its gas-burning sibling, the C 650 Sport.

BMW Motorrad wanted the C evolution to stand apart from other BMW motorcycles, so it gave the C
evolution a new, striking Ionic Silver Metallic paint color with aptly-named Electric Green accents.

Leading technology

The C evolution is truly an emblem of BMW Motorrad’s technology dominance. The electric powertrain
was developed on the battery modules of the four-wheeled BMW line of electric vehicles. It also
includes four different driving modes which can be chosen based on the rider’s whims. The TFT color
display, which forgoes analog circular instruments in favor of a large, easily-read digital screen, gives
all of the crucial riding information plus an indicator for battery charge and energy consumption and
recuperation.

With its smooth electric powertrain, attractive BMW design and market-leading technology, the BMW
C evolution is anything but a vehicle “only capable of puttering around”; it is the ultimate urban
commuter scooter.
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Profile: BMW K 1600 B
A powerful addition to the bagger segment

The BMW K 1600 B is a touring bagger and serves as the German manufacturer’s first foray into the
segment. With the respected and capable K 1600 GT serving as the base for this new motorcycle, the
K 1600 B is already a formidable challenger to its more established rivals.

Performance

The BMW K 1600 B gets a leg up
over the competition in terms of
performance right out of the gate. It
boasts a six-cylinder engine rated
at 160 horsepower and 129 lb-ft of
torque — about the same as your
average compact sedan, except
with about 2,000 fewer pounds to
haul around. What’s more, most of
that torque is available extremely
early on in the RPM range, giving
you incredible power even at low
speeds. This combined with
Dynamic Traction Control makes
the K 1600 B a very engaging
motorcycle to ride without having to
compromise on safety or ease of
use.

Adaptive suspension

Like most BMW motorcycles, the K 1600 B comes standard with Dynamic ESA, an
electronically-adjustable suspension that comes with “Road” and “Cruise” damping modes. The former
is tuned more firmly for sportiness and the latter more softly for relaxing drives. In addition, there are
three standard riding modes — Rain, Road and Dynamic — that subtly tweak the responsiveness and
handling characteristics of the K 1600 B to offer the best combination of comfort, stability and
performance across a number of road conditions.

Equipment and packages

To further enhance performance and safety, the 2018 BMW K 1600 B offers three optional packages,
each focusing on a specific theme: safety, comfort and touring. The Safety Package provides an
adaptive turn signal, daytime running lights, Hill Start Control and tire pressure control. The Comfort
Package adds an LED fog light, keyless ignition, an alarm system and Gearshift Assist Pro
auto-blipping technology. Finally, the Touring Package comes with a high-tech audio system, reverse
assist and pre-wiring for a navigation unit. You don’t need to upgrade to these packages to get good
equipment, though: the K 1600 B comes standard with heated seats, cruise control and an
electrically-adjustable screen.

Despite it being a new introduction to the beloved bagger motorcycle segment, the BMW K 1600 B
wastes no time in establishing itself as one of the strongest options available on the market.
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BMW Motorrad Announces Record-Breaking 2017
Sales
BMW bikes earn seventh consecutive year of sales growth

For many people who have never owned a two-wheeler, 2017 was the year that changed. Case in
point: BMW Motorrad announced a record-breaking sales year, reporting over 160,000 total vehicle
sales throughout the world. For yet another year, customer interest in the brand continues to grow.

On the heels of six consecutive years of record-breaking sales, BMW Motorrad’s 2017 results mark
the brand’s best year to date with a noteworthy 13 percent increase in unit sales over 2016. This
success defies the overall motorcycle market trend of declining sales and illustrates the brand’s
commitment to reaching its goal to
achieve 200,000 total sales in 2020.

“I would like to thank our customers
most sincerely for the enormous
trust they have placed in us,”
expressed Stephan Schaller,
General Director of BMW Motorrad.
“The 2017 sales figures once again
show that our motorcycle strategy
is taking effect. And we have a
great deal planned for the coming
years.”

Which models contributed most to
BMW Motorrad’s total sales?
According to the company’s report,
the new G 310 R and G 310 GS
models have caught on already,
while the R 1200 GS and GS
Adventure travel enduros maintain
their popularity.

BMW Motorrad’s success in 2017 was largely due to growing business in Europe, where sales in
Germany, France, Spain and Italy continue to rise. Expect BMW Motorrad to put increased focus on
the Indian market in coming years, as the brand anticipates the country being a key future market.

BMW Motorrad is already rolling out its plans for 2018 as the company prepares for the release of the
drastically new F 750 GS and F 850 GS; BMW Motorrad also expects the C 400 X midsize scooter to
be a hit as well. “Expanding our urban mobility product range is a key topic for the future of BMW
Motorrad,” admitted Timo Resch, BMW Motorrad Head of Sales and Marketing.

BMW Motorrad’s 2017 sales results are a testament to the brand’s diverse and dependable
two-wheelers and it becoming a go-to name for buyers looking for alternative transportation.
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BMW Considering Ride-Sharing Program for Bikes
and Scooters
A pilot program will launch in May to test the feasibility of
motorbike rental

You’re no doubt aware of the increase in ride-sharing programs, such as BMW’s DriveNow brand,
aimed at increasing mobility options. In the most congested cities, however, further versatility is
necessary to get around, which is why BMW is contemplating a ride-sharing program involving BMW
Motorrad’s bikes and scooters. 

“Quite aside from ride sharing, in
many cities we’ll see more mobility
on two wheels,” Peter
Schwarzenbauer, head of brand for
BMW Motorrad, told Bloomberg in
March at the Geneva Motor Show.

BMW will explore this possibility
further with the launch of a pilot
project in May that will allow
commuters in Germany, France
and Austria to rent motorbikes from
dealers using an app. One of the
more pressing issues that BMW
will have to overcome in the pilot is
that of providing users with helmets.

“There’s the issue of sizing and
then re-using helmets in the
summer heat,” said
Schwarzenbauer. “It’s not ideal.”

Schwarzenbauer did suggest that BMW Motorrad is also considering a new electric scooter to slot
below the BMW C evolution, but would not elaborate any further.
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